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leading by example 
in the climate emergency

green 
operations 
plan
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provide
an overview 
of the City’s 
new Green 
Operations 
Plan

for information only
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ZERO CARBON

-43%

GHGs

green operations plan 1.0

ZERO WASTE

waste diversion

89%82%
public-facing other City-owned

HEALTHY 
ECOSYSTEMS

-34%

water use

progress
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HEALTHIER PARKS

banned neonic pesticides in parks

HEALTHY ECOSYSTEMS

200,000 tonnes reused every year

REDUCED CONSTRUCTION WASTE

ZERO WASTE

highlights ZERO CARBON

HEAT PUMP AT CITY HALL

green operations plan 1.0

carbon pollution -56% (-90% w/RNG)
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green operations plan 2.0

10-year targets 
5-year actions

New goal area: 
staff leadership

2 tiers of action: 
priority actions 

+ demonstrating 
leadership

Integrating 
opportunities through 
COVID-19 response
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ZERO WASTE
HEALTHY 

ECOSYSTEMS
ZERO CARBON

Climate Emergency 
Action Plan (CEAP)

targets8 actions52

green operations plan 2.0

STAFF 

LEADERSHIP

* new goal area * 
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CEAP Big Move 2

50% -50% -50% 

zero carbon 
leading by example in the climate emergency

2/3
sustainable modes

CEAP Big Move 3 CEAP Big Move 4 CEAP Big Move 5

VKT 
(fleet EVs)

staff 
commute

GHGs 
(civic buildings)

embodied 
GHGs 

(civic buildings)

-60%GHGs2030 targets
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zero carbon 
leading by example in the climate emergency

zero emission retrofits 
of heating and hot water systems 

in City-owned facilities

highlighted action
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zero carbon 
leading by example in the climate emergency

zero emission
landscaping equipment

highlighted action
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-20%
corporate 

waste 50%

engineering 
construction 

waste diverted

2030 target

highlighted actions

recycled content 
in construction policy

single-use item-free policy 
for all City operations

zero waste
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2030 target

highlighted action

pilot Salmon Safe certificationoperational water meters

2030 target

highlighted actions

healthy ecosystems

-10%
potable
water

capture + 
clean first 48 

mm/day
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healthy 
habitat

40%

of City-owned land

healthy ecosystems

2030 target

invasive species management plan +
limited-access park areas

highlighted actions
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staff leadership  * new goal area *

50%

staff engaged 
with Green 
Operations

2030 target

sustainability staff training +
telling our stories 

highlighted actions
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ANNUALLY TO COUNCIL ANNUALLY TO CLT

green operations reporting

zero-carbon targets

as part of CEAP updates 
all targets
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Please see appendix for full list of targets & 
actions
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Appendix: 1. Zero Carbon
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Appendix: 2. Zero Waste
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Appendix: 3. Healthy Ecosystems
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Appendix: 4. Staff Leadership


